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PREFACE
This Battelle report, entitled "Phase ' II STS New User Development.
Program", is submitted under NASA Contract No. NAS8-31621 and consists of five f
.^^	 ^
volumes as specified below:, 	 -
^ Volume I	 -	 .Executive :Summary
,_i
^	 `^ Volume LI	 -	 Narrative Report
F. ^ Volume III.	-	 The- I,mplementarion Plan ^'
r ^,	 l
Volume IV '	 -	 Guidance/Instructions foreRepresenta Ives
E	 ^ '^ Volume V	 -	 Informational riaterials.
.._ F
The. five volumes make up the Phase II STS New User Development Program
" ^
_s
Final Report and'summarize the results, conclusions and recommendations from the
i` nine-month. study performed. by Battelle's Columbus Laboratories (BCL).	 This con- '.
^^ tact was administered by the NASA. Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville,
Alabama , .:.
Battelle's Columbus laboratories would like to acknowledge the
'^^^'! efforts of W. Robert_Mixon, Jr., of NASA/^SSFC as the Contracting Officer
Representative for th'e study program.	 The follo^.•ing BCL staff should be
'^ recognized for their technical contributions to this study.:
;^
^
P	 E. Fisher ,:
J. 'A. Madigan
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. . INTRODUCTION. '
x
^?'	 The Implementation Plan described in this volume of the final report .
presents a methodology for developing new users for .STS .other than NASA and
F
DoD, thereby maximizing the use - of the STS system, 	 The diversity _of potential
uses of space and opportunities opened by - . the Space Shuttle expands. `j
.
manv areas of space technology and presents a complex market development task.
^
^
^.:
The status of .technological development in potential STS use areas ranges from
demonstrated technologies ana commercially operated systems to concepts which ^
have not yet been developed.	 The varying needs, opportunities and constraints ^	 ^
of the user community are as diverse as 'the community itself; ranging from
large, sophisticated in ernational consortiums already participating. in space, to
less. sophis tics ed industrial firms that may eventually benefit. from :the
capabilities offered by STS, to various government agencies and .the academic
community.	 Other than broad use areas of space enhanced or newly opened by STS
capabi ities, specific end uses have genera ly not been characterized.
	 Similarly,
though a good deal. of thought has.-been .given to possible users of STS, . and certain
'	 _obvious end users hake already been identified, the markets are yeC largely 3
undefined; and little planning has been directed toward developing the full
;,,
potential of the non-NASA /non-DoD user community, especially in tho a areas of
technology somewhat removed from current space use such as materials processing.
'	 },
^^°`
a
u
New user development is described in this volume as an iterativei
process dependent on (1) the ability of NASA to become. aware of the real
fi
needs of the potential user and to respond with meaningful- information inputs,
;^^ and (2) the-potential user's ability to absorb the information and generate
internal responses leading to STS use.
	 The New ,User Development (NUD} program
f.^ is outlined as a set of functional components essential to the development
effort: Administration, Technology Management, Market Research, and User
;k
.._.x Development (direct customer contact). 	 Within this functional framework, a
set of activities. required for formulating and implementing a development
1_. strategy is developed, broadly consisting of selection of high potential use
areas, detailed analysis of potential user communities and specific potential
STS users, specific strategy formulation, and implementation of the strategg
by user development.	 Finally, the application of current NASA and non-NASA
,1
is resources to-the New User Development Program is considered.
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THE NEW USER DEVELOPMENT PRO(:ESS
The new user development process is a function of both the state of
-technology in a given use area ;and the sophistication of the user in space
technology, and is additionally constrained by the various acceptance / resistance
criteria in the user market. Because of the broad spectrum of use. areas, wide
divergence in user sophistication, and different acceptance /resistance criteria
in the different markets, although there are many common elements, the require-
ments of the development process are distinct for each individual case. The
development activity will ; be paced by (1) the potential user's ability fo absorb
information and generate internal responses leading to concepts for STS use,
and (2) the ability of NASA to respond with . meaningful information inputs and
become aware of the real needs of tY^A user. The ;importance of the latter
cannot be overemphasized.
To illustrate the complexityof the task to be addressed by the
	 ^•
User Development Program,	 by	 'a	 determinesNew	 the process	 which	 potential user
whether or not to commit available resources is outlined.
	 Figure 1 depicts a
^^ representative screening process used. by a typical industrial organization to
3:
i
evaluate options for business development. 	 The process is similar for any
'. organization called upon to commit resources in return for perceived benefits.
The first difficulty an outside agent faces in actin
	 on the or anization is$	 g
1.
^' the determination of an ! egtry point.	 Secondly, information must be conveyed
,^
to the management. of tlie _ organzation which stimulates interest and invokes. a
'' commitment to seriously consider the merits of the concept within the potential
'^ ;, user organiza ion.	 Finally, once preliminary concepts are developed, sufficient
^ ,	 ,
'^ ' information must be both acquired from and fed to the. potential user at the
proper points in time and at the proper levels in the organization to minimize.
barriers which may arise in ^ of the fundamental screening functions: resource
t- analysis, technical feasibility, marketing, and .economic evaluation. 	 If the
^^ organization.. does not see the .
 idea as compatible with its goals, the idea will
.;
be dropped.	 Similarly, if resources are not available or are unobtainable, if
the or anization's market is	 erceived as insufficient 	 if a	 a -ou	 is notg _.	 p	 p y
^_. realizable or not realizable within a required time frame; or if the idea is
technically not feasible, the idea will be-dropped. 	 Inherent in this evaluation
	 .;
:.
process is the option. of modifying an idea, found to be deficient in one or
more areas, to permit a reassessment for acceptance.
	 Finally, even ideas which.:.
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^,	 pass .this rigorous procedure are subject both to competition from other ..ideas
k	 ^^	 for resources and to a dynamic environment where the available resources
,,
	
^,	 and other screening criteria will certainly change over time. This, then,
	
''^	 is the new idea assessment process which the new user development plan will
	
`"	 typically interface with at a prospective user organization.
	
^^?	 The iterative nature of the new idea assessment process shown in
,a
	^' ^`	 Figure 1 applies to the STS New User Development Program. The program develops
.^
	^^	 through interaction with the marketplace where initial concepts are reinforced
,i
or modified, ' while new concepts are generated for further coclsideration. Since
the opportunities and constraints are`time-dependent variables, the implementation
plan developed must incorporate a variety of feedback. and feed-forward mechanisms
	
x
	
to insure sensitivity ta-market requirements. The. development strategy must
function in a market environment of opportunities and constraints which are
	
a; ,	 in a e state' of constant flux::	 ^ -=-
(1) Opportunities for use of STS within various market
sectors are initially determined (market needs).
(2) Constraints on particular opportunities are initial y
	
,.., E
	
.identified (barriers).
(3) The opportunities and constraints are continually
	
Cf
	
reinforced, 'or redefined., by interaction with the
marketplace,. and strategies to . .fill the market .needs
	
^^	 within the existing constraints are continua ly
developed and modified: through. further interaction.
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NEW USER DEVELOPMENT FUNCTIONAL OVERVIEW
The implementation plan for new user development is based on the.
functional operation of the NUD program as shown in Fi .^ure 2. The overall
operation of the program can. be
 described as an effort to achieve initial
user interest and subsequent idea generation within she potential user
organization, leading to a commitment by the user to use the STS. A specific
.user development. plan is generated for each potential user which reflects the
user ' s needs and overcomes major obstacles to utilization of STS. Throughout
the development process, which is necessarily dynamic and iterative, the
potential user is supported by the NUD team and other NASA offices. Informa-
tion is supplied, and ...feedback. on barriers/opportunities is channeled into
the NUD .program. As shown in Figure 2, the NUD program consists of four major
functional componeatss STS/NUD Administration, Technology Management, Market
Research, and User .Development..
Administration Function
^{	 Overall STS user development policys determined and administered
^^^	 by the. STS/NUD Administration function. Additionally, this function serves as
^^
`;	 the focal point for supplying the user community with STS operati^^ns data,.
;^	 informational material., legal and contractual arrangements, and policy decisions
^	 '^
;!'^
aria ng from the development activity. This function is actively involved in
'' i	 review of STS capabilities, availability of the STS to the non-NASA/non-DoD 	 ^:
community, and evolving user charge policy and terms and conditions of use.
	 r
	
+	 The function_no-t only- ,administers these policies within the. new user program,
.	 .	 , but also channels key marketing 'information on the policies back into other
,,,	 _
^^,	 responsible elements within NASA. ` The STS/NUD Adminstra ion function is a
•.	 primary link to the STS .Operations Office,. and serves to coordinate mission
^
k
,^	 operations data with the new user development effort. This function also has
,k	 prima.x^y responsibility for development of information material ranging from that
	
,^	
which is .general. on both STS and Spacelab to that which. is very specific on a
';	 partcu,lar use-.area and. : user, `Information efforts are coordinated wi h the
NASA Office of Public Affairs as well. The. informational requirements are
detailRU in Volume V of this report, The final area of responsibility is in
the,:area of po^`licy and legal matters,..ranging from handling of proprietary
	
't	 ,.<	 ;
arrpr.g^^ients cn muse area, to coordinating contractual details with the NASA
0^ A °u,f.>^ cf General Counsel.
f, __.	
_	 -
,^,	 ^ ... .e:,
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^ I
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I
C
`
Management c^\" ^^
^ `^
`' .a
missions `^ ^'O
.o °
,^,. ^User iDevelopment
' On-Going
^
• Or	 nized b	 ma -ar
^	 y	 I o°v
—interfaces °,•
` d^ (Marketing Management. ImplementR&D - STS use. areas + Infotmationafmaterial Direct Sales} UserDevelopmentkt •Knowledge of use area
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F(
fi
Current ( —goals and objectives community (govt, (FeedbackPrograms — R&D' industry, education)
— technology status •User development
—current programs Use/User Area Technical Support. strategy I Support
'` Use Area —funding Strategy Interaction •Focal. point for NUD/
^^
- Planning —supporting studies/ user interfaceC, ( programs •Coordinates follow-on
FF —institutional relation- ^ ---	 -- -,^ ^ cs •Designs developmentI
ships q Q^o.wc,^^° package/program
I
Support —STS planning/use °d .^ cQ
 a^J •Informational needsStudies.. •Projected benefits/ ^, °a4 F° •Match STS use/space
I opportunities
• Projected barriers/
^^
°^^ Market Research ^ o^c``Q
benefit to user
•Barriers/constraints
Non-NASA (
constraints
•Use area strategy •Futures considerations^ Uses/Users screening.Involvement
I
•Greatest potential use
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I
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FIGURE 2. STS/NEW USER I)EVEIAPMENT PLAN
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Technology Management Function
^' ^,^
^^^	 The Technology Management function of the STS /NUD operation has
^^..'	 primary responsibility for coordinating technical informatics .flow to the
user development activity, and providing such technical support as the. potential
end user may require. A sensitivity is also maintained to marketing opportunities
that can be influenced by technical development so that information flows
into the technical components of NASA for use in planning future research and
development .programs to take. advantage of market needs. Primarily, this
function is organized by STS use areas; for example, by telecommunications, Earth
resources., or one. of the major divisions of space processing such as
biological materials. The activities can be viewed as a program effort to
develop the particular use area as it relates to specific market opportunities..
The ^'echnology Management functio ►z is responsible for supplying the user
development activity with history of the use area, technological sta us, R&D
programs and objectives, relaxed programs, supporting studies, and institutional
relationships. Technical input. is provided on potential benefits of the use
area in specific applications, and awareness of major constraints. This function
is a major link. with NASA ongoing R&D, current programs, use axea planning,
and support studies. It also remains in contact with the non.-NASA community
regarding scientific and. technical matters. In addition to acting. as a technical..
focal point, this function of the new user program also. has sensitivity to
marketing constraints and opportunities, and a general awareness . of the barriers
and opportunities in the. markets served by the particular use area..
Market Res'earch:Function
The Market Research function is responsible for selection of highest
ri	 potential use areas., analysis of the user community,. identification of most.
G_;
'k likely users, and de*_ailed. analysis of the specific user and STS application.
Drawing on the user. community for information and familiar with marketing
'^	 evaivat ' on techniques, this function interacts with the technology management.
'	 componenx to screen potentia use. areas for . technical - and marketing viability.
At any point 'in time, a prior ty list is generated which ^,.ndcates the order of
importance of STS use areas with- :respect to technical and marketing considerations.
^.
i
°;
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For any particular highly. viable use area, the user community directly and
indirectly related to the use area is determined and key companies/agencies	 ^"
selected for development. The Market Research function d_eaails or profiles
the user community, that is, determines interrelationships among. the vatious
^`:t^
y}
elements, markets, financial conditions and other significant factors. Level
	 +'
	
_^^	 of current involvement in space is determined and recognition is given to key
barriers and opportunities. -This . background is supplied to the User Development
I 1
	^€	 function for use in strategy formulation. The specific companies/agencies
^.
of importance to the use area a,re analyzed in detail. A profile of products
	
.	
^	
and markets, financial data., technical and R&D orientation, organization, and
	
^-	 specific problems and opportunities is constructed. Specific applications of 	 i
-
	
^^	 the use area to ;known needs and problem areas are outlined... The Market 	 '
;.
Research function is also responsible - for cost/benefit or business analysis
	
^;	 of the specific application of STS. ,This information is provided to the
development specialist as 'input to specific development strategy. The .Market	 ^
	
F ^ ^	 Research function also assesses future market conditions with respect to known
	
^	 f^ .j 	and developing applications of STS,. and highlights areas of market
	
t' j
	
4
;^ ^	 need that warrant technical development.. This future analysis activity makes
a,	long range projections and perform technological forecasting. 	 ^
i
User .Development Function....
	
1	 Y	
r
r	
_i	
-
.y
The User Development function of the NUD program is the primary 	 r
	
'-^	 interface between the potential user ar^1 the new user development program.'
Organized by user community (e. g., specific segments_of government, or industry),
	 -
	
'.'	 -the User Development function is familiar with the major barriers and opportunities 	 '
inherent in the market sector-relative to interfacing with the NASAJIVUD program. 	 w
Specific marketing strategy is formulated drawing on the detailed user community
a
analysis, detailed customer analysis, and technology summaries generated in the
	
'	 N.^x,ket Research function. and-'technology Management function. A specific user
!x	 development plan is required for each potential user which reflects the user's«.
need, STS benefit and organization. The 'planned approach to the user will
reflect a user development strategy dictated by:
	
ti ^^.	 • Projected STS use . area:_(e.g., weather and climate, Earth 	 '
^`
^	 resources, space processing, communications, etc.)
^.
.,
,.;
^._ ._.	 _	 .. _.» .`_..^.__.^.,^,_	 ^....^_	 .^.... s
,/ ^.i
^^/
10
^_
1x'
s+r
•	 User involvement in space (COMSAT vs. a pharmaceutical k
company) ^.
•	 Techno ogy status (space communications vs, space processing) e-
' ^	 s^`
-'
•'	 STS use/service distribution structure
4 •	 Specific user organization (aompan^y vs. consortium)
^^
•^ User community-- {government agency, industry, educational
^-#
^
sector) ^:
`^k
^
;	 . r
^ ^ •	 Preliminary assessment of STS benefit to user's need.
-	 Initial .informational materials (both the basic information package
^ and the customized package, Figure 6, Page 38), are assembled with the assistance
E ^ of the . STS/NUD Administration function.	 --
",
.!
^	 The .baseline inf,brm	 will include.:	 (1) an overview-of the STSi ation ^
^ and related information on'fli ht `rates, user charge and terms and condi-bons ^
^
^^
of use;	 2) a film on'Shut^le a nd S acelab such as was 	 repared by editing/(	 p	 p
p	 ^g	 g a Rockwell International film and' an ESA film to-:.use ins hcin	 and combinin
,^	
^^
}
?" con unction with the'J	 test cases; and (3) a data brochure package of STS/ ^:
Spacelab material -to provide additional. overview and detailed data to the
k ^,
potential user.
The User Development function also provides ' the po ten ^ is l user with ^
^	 °^
information on the area of use/application of STS which-matches his organiza-
bon's needs or interests .
The User Development function will determine the. correct enttry level
for initial contact with the particular organization and will conduct the initial ^
discussions.
	
After the initial meeting, the primary responsibilities of the ^^
`	 - User Development function will involve continuing coordination of communication ^
between NASA and the potential user in technical and business' areas to ensure
continued interest and development. 	 Returning to the discussion of Figure 1,
above, a major responsibility of the ffser Development function is determination ^;,
of actual potential user requirements and feedback into NASA of major barriers
to be overcome in developing the potential user.
^<
^•
"=
y
^,	 ^ ^
^,.^€ _^;
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IMPLEMENTING THE NEW USER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
Functional requirements of ,the NUD program have been outlined above,-
and the interrelationships of the program within NASA and the user community
-identified. Broadly, the implementation plan -operating within the functional-
. framework described addresses three specific problem areas:
(1) With all the possible use .areas and. end < users, how can.: the
.most viable use areas and users be meaningfully-determined,
so that detailed attention can. be focused on those segments
of highest potential?
(2) What information is needed about a high potential use. area
and the related companies and agencies in the use area who
are likely to be users of .STS, and how is_ths information
obtained and organized for inputs to debelopm^ :nt strategy?
(3) ?What is the content_ of a development strategy-or a potential
user organization and' how is that strategy implemented,?
The,_implementation plan is organized' in three sections corresponding to the
above problem areas; (1) Selection of High Potential Use Areas and Users, (2)
	
> ...
	 Detailed Analysis and Marketing Research, and (3) Strategy Development and
.Implementation.:
Selection of High Potential Use Areas and Users
The screening. and ranking procedure, developed as part. of study Task II' 	 '
._ . --
and-presented in detail in Volume II of this final report, illustrated a methodology 	 ?
for identifying, in acost -effective and realistic manner, those specific usas and 	 ^ a,
users of Shuttle with high potential for development. The objective of the
methodology is not to create a rigorous system for analysis, but to bring together
the :.most Curren and.. accurate information:: on any use .area in ,an organized manner.
^.,
so as to al ow some degree of comparison of potential for development among the
multitude of possible use areas. Note that the criteria used to "screen" and ^.
	
f	
_	
}.
"rank" use.. .areas are judgmental, that is dependent on the inputs of technical
^,
experts in each us e, area and individuals familiar with particular markets. It
	
r'^	 'should be-further no ed that the criteria are -time. -dependent variables, so that
the,ranki,ng of high. potential candidates is a dynamic function.
t^	 ^ ^^`	 ^ . ^^` ^c. ^	 ^ #^ .	
__._.__ _ _ ^	
_ _	
......_..
-,,
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Screening Use Areas
i
There are a number of ways to establish marketing priorities, that is,
to determine which use areas tQ develop and in what order of importance. 	 At one
,!: extreme, a determination__of needs in various markets that could take advantage
of the space environment and the capabilities of Shuttle . could dictate the
direction of basic research leading to space technology .serving the market need.
^. On the other hand, it is also possible to pursue technically viable concepts
"find''without regard. to'existing market needs, and then 	 a market for the
-
. v,	 ;,
s ` ^ technology,-once developed.	 Actually, ` neither of these extremes is particularly
^. efficient, since both market and technical questions must be addressed to varying
degrees in the development process.... 	 Th,e first elements. addressed by the .screening
- methodology are necessarily:	 ..'
i..- (1)	 Determination o_f some identifiable market, i.e., it wily.
u
'^ fill a current or developing need in some user community
(2)	 Determination of technical viability, 	 i.e., a known path},
^	 ^.. of development from current stages to a technically 	 -
demonstrated use is or can be established.
^i^	 , Those use areas which cannot pass . these two immediate criteria are unlikely
ci
(,_}
:4!,
candidates for current user development..`
`	
..^ Ranking Us e. Areas
!^ ,
Within those 'potential use areas that pass the screening procedure,
,. there is a mixture of market .and technical a 	 lcabilit	 that must' be addressedPP	 Y
`^ to approximately . determine the likely order of development of uses of STS.
'	 - Criteria are applied in an attempt to determine the level of-market need and
- technological viability to rank .the use areas against each other. 	 Factors
i include such items as:
(1)	 Level-of technological development
` (2)	 Timing- to demonstrated feasibility
(3)	 Market. need	
, 'Ilk=
;^PpOR:Cost/benefit	 ^{^^`E^CI4^IIfX`^'-
YA	 ^S
^^A ternative systems	 (,^'^^^^"^'`
.	 '^
^:
(4)	 Magnitude of investment likely
~^ (5)	 Legal or regulatory obstacles
(6)	 Projected -STS :use (^^ of flights/timing).::
^	
,.
_	
__:
s;	 <.
^:
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y	 fully detailed, but-represents sufficient judgmentNote that - the. anal sis is not
from technical and marketing experts as to which use ,areas' probably .have more
potential for development than others. This level of refinement should suffice
to choose the . highest ranked areas for detailed analysis and development.
Preliminary Determination of Users
^^:
,;
Once. the use areas have. been screened and Che most viable use areas
'	 y	 p	 ,	 p	 le to construct; aselected in order of likel develo ment it becomes ossb
preliminary picture of the user .
 community. Beginning with; a list>^f all companies
and agencies potentially associated with the. use area, it 'is"possibl `e to reduce
the list to .the most likely user community by a screening and ranking technique
similar to that app';lied to the use area. The listing is screened ,by certain
cetera _ related.. -to financial condition and R&D orientation, and other measures
appropriate to the par-ocular use areas. A test of the scxeen is that users
of "known" importance should pass through : - the screen. The commercial -users are	 ^
then ranked by one set. of criteria and the government agencies by another set
of criteria.',
The end result of the process, which is outlined, in Figure 3, is a	 ^
tabulation of likely use ;areas for development in .approximate order of importance,
together with a preliminary listing of the major companies and agencies connected
f!
i^^
^^	 tom...
,i
^^
^^
c
..
<<	 .
4	 .
i
^'
^,
..
,}
4 .
^.
'^
^,,:.
^	 ^^-.	 ..,
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'=.^:
>.. ,
,:
SfiS USE IDEAS	 USE AREA	 All Related	 All Related	 ^:`
Companies	 Agencies	 `a.
TECHNICAL. SCREEN -^'	 TECHNICAL INPUTS
Unsound -E-
----^	 Final cial	 Budget
No Market F- PRELIMINARY MARKET	
Tests	 Requirements
ANALYSIS SCREEN	 '•	 MARKETING INPUTS
R&D	 Respo ^ ibility
RANKING. FACTORS	 Tests	 for Use Area	 k°
Level of Technology	 Expert Opinion	 I	 ^ ^^^^^
Cost/Benefit. Ratio	 Technical Inputs	 ^	 "'"
Alternative to STS S stems	 Marketin Inputs	 ^y	 g	 Industrial	 Agency	 I
Number of Flights Likely	 I	 Ranking	 x
Ma nitude of Re wired Investment 	
Rankinfi
g	 q	 Profit/Sales
Legal or Regulatory-Problems 	 Technical 
Leadershi Management capability ,
P Technical Capability
t	 Growth	 Budget
USE AREAS IN ORDER OF 	 Risk	 Innovation
SIGNIFICANCE TO STS Products
	 Hardware or .Data
^:	 • Communications	 Etc.	
_ ._
Etc.
„^	 • Earth Resources
t Weather &Climate	 1
• .Electronic Materials 	
M
• Biological Materials
^`
^	 List. of Likely Organizations
^ ^	 to Involve in Development	 °,'
^	
Effort by Use Area	
.^"
^-	 ^'	 FIGURE. 3. SCREENING AND RANKING METHODOLOGY 	 :^
^; ^^
.^:
. __.	 ._
^.
rry..	
...L	 __^-.
...,._ ^.	 ^ ._ ^,	 ^,	 -^^E^-	 ^	 :.:	 .
^	
..^' _	 ,.^.	 "F' ^,^,	
'tea	 °^* 'mac'	 _ ^	 "`^'	 ^a','P.y'T'x'°"R'"T	 y	 ^ _
	 y-T
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Detailed Analysis and Marketing Research
ti
-	 The screening and ranking proceduze discussed ,above and presented
in detail in Volume II-of this report addresses the problem of determining
which use areas and user communities to consider for development out of the
many conceptual use areas and marketing opportunities.. . The resulting list of
^	 "highly viable" use areas and communities, however, lacks detailed background
required as input to a development strategy in three areas (see Table 1)
,,	 (1) Use Area Technical. Assessment
_.
^i	 (2) User Community Marketing Research
(3} Specific Companies: /Agencies Marketing . Research
^^^ Use Area .Technical Assessment.	 '
_
The use ar',ea technical summary is a key input to the marketing analysis	 3
^ and the development effort itself.	 Primarily stated in a level of deta l for...	 a
.	 ,
management review (as opposed to scientific rigor), the technical summary .presents:
a description of the technology, the relationship to existing _methods, and the.
status of technical-.development. 	 Detailed scientific information is kept to a
.minimum, though major points must have scientific credibility with persons active
^ ^ in the field.
>__r The description of the technology should. include at least principles
i^ of operation, capabilities and. potential applications, and limitations.	 A
-` disc^4ssion of the vela ionship of space-based technologies and Earth-based
t technologies should beincluded to outline results-possible in a space envr-
`' onment; that is, why the use of space is cheaper, better, more efficient, etc_.,^
'.
rt
Lf the. use involves substitution of Shuttle for current ELV's, the rationale
should be developed completely.
An example of the type of initial summary information. required. i5 given
in "Electro horess in S ace at Zero Gravit "	 by	 (	 ),	 d Snyder (MSFC).(1)^p	 p	 y	 Bier	 VA	 an
In this case, .the , use area is electrophoresis of biological. materials. 	 Further
f
detail is provided in "Role of Gravi y in Preparative Electrophoresis", by Sier, 	 ^'
.g	 if
R
n	
__
Binder, .and Snider. ( )	 Additional information on specific applications can be
.	 ,
included from such references as "Preparative Electrophoresis of Living
^^
._
Lymphocytes", by van Oss, Bigazzi, Gillman, .and Allen (MSFC).(3)
C
*	 References `at end of volume.
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TABLE 1. DETAILED ANALYSIS
Use Area Summary User Community Specific Companies
Technical Assessment Market Ana ysis Market Analysis
•	 Description of-technology' •	 Companies/agencies related. to • .Company/agency profile
-	 Principals of operation use .area -Products and markets
-	 Capabilities of potential
_	
Companies, agencies, ^Yade
-	 Financial Data
application organizations -	 Technical or R&D
-	 Limitations
_ Structure of community
orientation
-	 Markets	 -	 _ .
-- --	 Specific problems and
•	 Relationship to existing methods -	 F^^«cial
-	 SignificanC factors opportunities -
-	 Results. possible... in non-space
•	 Match of specific. appli- 	 ^.
environment •	 Level of current involvement -	 o.cation of use area tc
Possibility of non-Shuttle- In related technology known needs and problemtransportation
-	 why is .Shuttle/space cheaper, -	 In space	 -	 - areas
better, more. efficient. -	 Prior involvement with NASAin the Shuttle use area •	 Cost/benefi	 of specific
_- application of STS to
•	 Status of technical development
• .Recognition of key problem-areas.... specific company/market
-	 Summary of all related work
-	
General to industry/government
to date by. NASA and others
-	
Specific to industry/agency -Outline of planned develop-
ment effort:'..
F„^ _.
^ ^ •	 wha t
•	 when
•	 by whom^
b -	 Anticipated costs
^
-	 Major. obstacles
^
::J
^3
I	 .^
_	 ^
,i"
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In the papers, electrophoresis is described and related to biological
-„
	
	
materials in three specific areasr---identification of various molecular species, quan-
ttative analysis of each species, and preparation 'of isolated fractions. The
shortcomings of a gravity environment are discussed, e.g., ack of resolution
due to convection, sedimentation, etc., and. the advantages of space processing
described. Limitations are also noted, e.g., that space electrophoresis may
not alter the heat dissipation problem. Key references are. cited for further
;f
	
	 background....-Though the particular points could be expanded for further infor-
	 j
mat^ion, the papers serve the dual purpose of (1) providing initial background
1materia	 to the market researcher, useful in evaluating specific-opportunities
^ and constraints pf the use area; and (2) providing inputs to the development
^'
:,^
process in the area of initial presentation material.
Finally, the status. of technological development must be described-.
	 `^
The research done by NASA and by others must be put into context and described.^^
The e: - Bier papers (1 ' 2) briefly note the .
 Apollo 14, Apollo 16 and Skylab experiments
'
.:	 ',
in electrophoresis, but the level of detail is insufficient for purposes - of the	 d
use; area. technical summary.	 Beyond this,. it is importanC to outline. the planned
i
^^^ development effort., if any, i.e., what will be done in this area, by whom, and
,''^ ^ at what time.
	
Anticipated development progress and costs should be evaluated,
^J	 =1 and `major obstacles cited.
User Community Marketing Research
-	 ':_
With a basic understanding of the use area technology and the.
opportunities as well as limitations imposed, together with a summary of .the
technology development effort to date and a planned technological approach, a
'^ marketing analysis of the user community is initiated._
	 In this task., .the
::companies/agencies related directly and indirectly__to the use area are determined,
.and the interrelationships of the user community outlined..	 The community is'
characterized as to its .application of high technology, involvement in space 	 -
and prior participaCon in NASA programs, 	 Major trade organization or technical/
scientific organizations -:are determined and their roles identified.. Key problem {
-areas specific to various industry/agency, groups are then. determined for input
to the development process.
^	
_
^,, ^	
_	
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User Community Profile.' Initially, .the companies and agencies
related directly and indirectly to the-use area are d^termi,ned, and a general
profile of the user community is outlined.. 	 This :profile would include;
(1) Structure = major industr-y groups, government agencies,
or anfzations, and interrelationships among. them ing
{i relationship to the use area
^-j (2) Markets served and key products or services 	 '
=^
^ 1
^^.,^
(3) Financial analysis, e.g., sales, profits, R&D expenditures,
significant trends
a
; 1.! (4) Levels of technology currently employed in research and ';
^'+ manufacturing, determination of-overall skills
^
r
(5) Prior involvement in space programs/NASA.
As a case to illustrate the type of information gathered in profiling
'l1 an industry, the pharmaceutical community is outlined 	 Complete analysis.below.
.^, is not intended; however, the items do illustrate the range of data requirements. ^'
r..
(1) Strut^ lure of the Industry
^;
(a)	 Related Communities
^' ^- •	 Medical and scientific community (private and governmental)
^ j a	 Academic community
^" ^^ is ^ "Medical equipment desig_ Hers and suppliers
t^
^
^^
^t•	 Government regulatory agencies
;'
•	 Chemical process industry
( ^	 Pharmaceutical companies
,^
•	 Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association (PMA) q
',(I s	 Consumer
^t
(b)	 Key Factors
Companies are intensely competitive and secretive
`" ^	 Five to ten companies control the - industry
•	 Some major developments' : comefromsmall companies
^ `^^ •	 High y visable industry; public image is important
^^
^^'..
w ,
•	 Major influencing .forces include dot tors, FDA :and ;:a
b	 ^.,
'" universities `-
•	 :Products are develo ed from common elements thanP
a
^	
.'
are likely to be available industry-wide
•	 Industry well represented (90%) in PMA.
z
Aj ^
^^
^	 ,,
i
,,
_^>
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i.	 ___i
2 Markets Served and Ke Products or Services( )	 y
• Health, care markets; chemicals for analysis and diagnostic.
use; drugs, both ethical and over the. counter. Concen-
tration on ethical d^Cugs axone would lead to many subcategories
by activity (antibiotics, vaccines, contraceptives, anti-
^^	 micrabics, antisteroids, hormones, etc.) or by use (tranquilizers,
cardiovascular, etc., by therapeutic application).
O'ther details.-include. such items a's:
• Highly proprietary products
•	 Highly regulated products.
^.
^	
f^
^
-..
(3)	 Financial Analysis, R&D Evaluation 	 ',
_
^ •	 Stron	 demand for	 roducts	 w	 pg	 p	 ith 9	 ercent growth per year.
a^ Value of shipments.., 16 billian dollars p.er year by 1980 ^:
,^:
compared to'10 . 4 billion. dollars in 1975.'
•	 Expanding overseas markets
a
a
t{ ^r • --Slowdown ' in introduction of .new chemical entities induced ^
^ ^^ by federal regulations-
^	 .; •	 Increasing diversification of drug; companies into non. -drug
^	 ;,^ areas (hospital supplies, cosmetics, ,related areas) i
^{ •	 R&D plays important role, e.g., ^
7	 G_..'^
_1973	 719- million dollars. .
1974'	 -	 749 million dollars
.	 ^ -	 1975	 _' - : ....850. million dollars x
Increases average.4 to 5 percent /year - over $1 billion ^^ , . 4
^^	 ; f
^`
dollars.. by 1980
x
''^
^:
•	 R&D focus is currently' on the discovery of agents, e.g.,
Y^ anticancer, cardiovascular, central . nervous system, antiviral
^
•	 R&D ^y private companies typically is applied, that is,.^
toward development of products .. with knoc,^ n end -product
` characteristics, rather than. basic
•	 R&D by >government (1VIH) is more basic
(4)	 Level of Techno logy
,r,
Level of technology employed ranges from^.sophistca ed biological
* and :chemical research and complex, exacting,'manufacturng
F.
{,;. procedures to relatively simple chemical processing.
^^.T	
_ -	 -^
--'+ Marl Y-,'w ^$
p,,	
x
^:	 ^	 ^ .l` .
{	 ZQ{
,µ^
^(
f	 (5) Prior NASA or Space Involvement
^C
	^'	 In general, there has been no prior involvement of the 	 ^'^
i
pharmaceutical manufacturing community with NASA space
programs,. with the exception of a few isolated cases
such as Abbott Lab's urokinase efforts, or efforts involving
	
-a	 the scientific community through GE Space Science Division
and a few universities.	 ^y
	
?=^	 Key Problem Areas., With the community profile performed, initial
	
,`^^	 barriers to developing the specific community come into Focus. The barriers
	
^	 -	 and constraints:, particular ' to government agencies and private industry, are.
	=?	 addressed in the strategy development'sectzon, below, in addition 'to barriers 	 ,
	
rj	 resulting from ;a potential user's sophistication in relating to space. As
	
`"	 examples of specific community barriers, key problem areas: in the pharmaceutical
i
t	 and space communications industries are outlined below, in addition to some
barriers from other potential communities (government, electronics, space
	
;.^	 broker).
	?^	 Key Problem Areas in the Pharmaceutical Industry. Continuing the
example of the pharmaceutical community,`certain types of barriers are noted 	 ^
below:...	 ^
Hi hl come	
I
•	 g y	 p ttive industry -difficulty in .industry-wide
participation.
	
:^	
',	 ^
• Meeting between _NASA and PMA, coordinated by the NSI, alienated
	
'.^	 some drug companies.
s Not ' really interested in STS,. some interestin Spacelab, real
,..
interest will be in potentials of space processing of biological
materials:	
^
	
^^	 - Isolation of pure substances
;.
- AnaSysis, diagnosis, immunization..	 `'
• Some feel that NASA does not comprehend the pharmaceutical needs,
researth...approaches and. methods of-operations.
	
`M^	 • NASA has not been successful in involving the industry in
space. processing research.'
.^
^''	
' I
i,	^^
^^-.^	 ^	 _	 ^.
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', ^^	 • Companies primarily do applied, not basic, research -
^^^	 -means that they will be interested when technical feasibility^	 bE	^ 1
and projected economic viability are -shown (by NASA).
'^ ;	 • Companies not enthusiastic abou being partners with another
^^
'^	 government agency (i.e., including NASA) due to present
`,;	 stringent regulatory controls of FDA and FTC.
,;	 ,
Key Problem Areas in the Space Communications Industry. The space communi-
z
cations industry is made up of both systems operations organizations ( INTELSAT, CaMSAT,
Aaterican Satellite Corp., Global Satellite, Inc., Western Union, etc.) and
__
F,.	
spacecraft manufacturers (RCA Astro /Electronics, Hughes, TRW, GE, Aerenutronc-
•	 ;,	 Ford, etc.). The profiles. of the community as a whole would clearly point ou_t
F	 F^
'
	
	 that. they, collectively, are very much concerned over the substitution of a new
space 'Launch system over which they have little control, little 'inputs to and
^^	 limited options. The overall relative competitiveness (cost, availability, ease
^^^	 of access, etc.) of the STS to the current expendable b33unch vehicles (ELV) and
:.^
assurance of smooth transitioning (both design and operations) from the',ELV's
r	 a'
^,^',	 to STS are issues. The past, current status, and future influence and regulatory
:.
controls of government agencies (such as the FCC) should be identified ._
 Primarily,
then, the community., is concerned about the business risk of committing to the
STS and the projected effect upon their present. services and costs. Referring
to each of the industry segments, key barriers are noted as follows:
(1) Spacecraft Manufacturers.
•°!	 • Manufacturers are concerned about the costs of redesigning
to take advantage of the STS capabilities and. how (and,how-
much) they can pass these on to the space-ccmmuncations community.
-^	 • Cost/effectiveness of redesigning to on-orbit checkout,.
^^	 satellite retrieval, maintenance,
-relaxed mass ' and volume
,.
constraints must be considered. case bycase.
• Need ant impact of design compatibility tp both an ELV interface
and STS interface must be determined.
• How .much. of payload to--STS interface. compatibility w i be
;'	 ! assumed by STS, by spacecraft redesign, by kits -- how much
is negotiable?
• Should spacecraft designs be responsive to space communicationst
community requirements or should they take the lead in new
designs for STS?
^	 _.
rW	 .^	 -	 ^ t . a^
__._.__^	 ^-	 ^,.	 -	 - _s ..__,____._^ _ _	 _	 _ .__	 _._.	 -°
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i ;^
';
^; • Timing is a big issue; e.g., can they believe NASA/STS
' schedule /availability dates.
• Should projected competitive. launch vehicles be taken
seriously?	 Taken into compatibility design considerations?
^ What are NASA"s answers to questions/recommendations posed.
by studies (such as the Hughes (4) study) identifying actions
'^^^ which the STS must do to be effective to the space
communications community?
`^' (2)	 Space Communications Operations Community
` • Concern and resentment over the substitution, of a new launch
i system without consultic^g industry and by policies wer which
they have little . control, little input to and limited options.
4
^	 ;.
•^ Relative competitiveness (cost, performance, ease of access)
^ of STS to E7.^,V's are issues .
F	 =: ^	 '.
^: •
_	 -
Availability, ease of access, priority of use, need to _be
,,
r established.
'	 '^' ^ Reliability and safety cf STS must yet be demonstrated.
E • Business risk of committing to STS . must be . evaluated.
• STS effect on company's present~service and. cost must
be determined.
• Smooth transitionng from ELV's to STS.{both operations
and vehicle interface compatibility) must be worked out.
.Barriers in Other Communities. 	 Examples of specific barriers in
other usercommunities are noted below:
(1)	 ¢they Government Agencies
• Dealing with 'today's problems, hard Cime reacting to STS
's until it-_becomes operational.
._ • Concerne d with technology, data and spacecraft developments/
r:
use independent, of the launch system,
=^ • -Have concern 'about. working with NASA. at .their problem level -
^	 R' and retaining. programcontroT.
^	
$^:
ky • Do not see or appreciate significant direct value. of STS.
^.
OF THEgEPRaDUCIBII^'^
^.
t^^St^^^^t^,L PAGE IS FOOR
r^
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	 ^	 .^	 ....
	 .,.KY.	 _.
..	
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(2)	 Semiconductor Tndustry
^.( •	 Highly 'competitive industry. ^
•	 Casual interest in STS., more interest in Spacelab, real
interest will be with space processing. "
•	 Demonstrated technical feas bility must be shown, w:
^	 I ' ti ^	 NASA is n of adequately_invalving the industry in their
research -^ feeling is that aerospace companies are doing ,;.
...a
the exploratory research and studies and not representing
t
_ the industry.
^- J
t
(3)	 Earth/Space (Space Broker)
':.a •' Irritated, frustrated with NASA on their lack of
^°
acceptance of a space broker concept.
r
's •	 Believe NASA is against free enterprise and will-never
•^ relinquish its role in dealing with users. "
^- •' Establishment. of credibility is a real problem.
^ _ `;
r •	 Marketfor a space broker has not ma eralized.
_, r	 .
^_ •	 STS is downstream -wil y fall in .place if relationship
k with NASA can be determined. ,°
^
G
_
__.	
_...
^
In an actual market analysis, the information presented above would
x'- be significantly more complete.	 "i'he examples<, however, do illustrate. the types
ry	
^^ of data required..
^
_
At this point in the market analysis, the picture of the user community
:^ _would be reasonably complete.	 The structure of the community. would. have been. '-
examined; organizations and interrelationships, market and products,__financial,
technoh,".^gy,' and specific problem areas would have been discussed. 	 'The next ..
level of analysis involves a detailed examination of each specific 'company,
^. agency, technical or trade organization in the community to profile the-specificj
-company, match STS applications to known needs, and: assess the cost /benefit of
F^ , the STS use to the specific. market..
k
^	 ;
^:
2
^	
t
-^
_
^
r
,: ..__.
_..
'$
,..
	 r`.:
a	 ;;_ ^in _.. ...	 ... ^..a.
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`"	 Saecific Company/Agency Marketing Research '-^
i
_.
,,	 ^	 ; ,.
^	 @
	
^''"'
	
Once the'^user community has - been profiled, barriers analyzed, and
	
^^ -	 likely specific companies/agencies determined for actual development, a
a	 "	 detailed analysis of each specific company/agency is required to provide the
^	 data base for the strategist to use in determining: (1) what firms and agency
^	 to see and (2) what to discuss so as to maximize the probability of further
development.. after-the. initial contact. Specifically, the following. information
is developed:	 -
• Company/agency profile 	 including organizations, products,!
^	 ^	 markets, financial data,.technical or R&D orientation,
specific problems and . opportunities
• Match of specific application of use area to known needs
and problem areas
• Cost/benefit of specific application. to specific market.
# i,
	,^	 Company/Agency Profile.
Marketing and Financial. In the profiling effort, the list of companies,
agencies, and related organizations from the screening and ranking and user
commuhity analyses is subjected to a detailed financial and market analysis. Key
inputs are obtained from documents such. as Dun and Bradstreet!s Million Dollar
Direc ory,'Moody's Industrials Manual, Standard and Poors Directory, etc., as
well as annual reports and .SEC-lOK forms (Securities Exchange Commission. annual
filing _of financial data). The following information is gathered on each firm: `
Size:
	
	
Sales Volume
Net Worth
Fixed Assets
.	 Employees
k
	^	 Business Performance: Sales Margin
Return on Net Worth (net. income after taxes/
net worth}
Current Ratio (current assets/current liability)
Debt to Assets Ratio .(total debt/total assets)
.p
:.	
-
,a
-,^,
a
,^
.^
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^,
/ ^^
Technical:	 R&D Budget
R&D as a Percentage 'of Sales
R&D Orientation
Products:	 ^:	 All Major Product Groups
Group of Interest as a Percentage of Total
Market:	 Markets Served.
	
^^	 A listing of the most significant firms and. agencies on the basis
of financial strength and R&D orientaton _ s, of course, of limited value
	
^}	 unless concurrently a potential use area of significance to the firm, its
^.
,^	 philosophy, products., and markets, can be visualized.
<< j
^_Cj
Specific Characterizations, Problems and Opportunities. Equally
	
^'	 important to categorize is the firm ' s role in the industry (e.g., particular
^.
;...^
strong and weak points) with respect to a potential use. area, general business
Yy
	^^	 philosophy, and past experiences with the particular technology and with NASA,
if any. From the space communications industry, for. example, a characterization
^,	 of a specific communications entity such as =Western Union would describe their
^.
role. in the communications industry, the. service provided.. under FCC.. regulations,
	
^^;	 their business philosophy of purchasing everything they need and manufacturing 	 '
c.
nothing,. and their .involvement with NASA in the WESTAR project.	 ^
	
^	 Similarly, a characterization of a spacecraft manufacturer such_`as
..:
Hughes would , describe tiheir relationship to the communications industry as a
	
? 	^ supplier of satellites and systems, designs, expertise, philosophy of standardized
	 ^^'
satellites to match broad needs, and relationship with NASA and STS on the timing
yp _	 redesigns to make ' as ELV's are,,phased out.
	 c-and t es of
	
n ^	 A characterization of a pharmaceutical company would show a specific
interest in electrophoresis as a means ' of obtaining pure substances for analysis,
:diagnosis or immunization, a philosophy of applied as opposed to basicresearch,
and little expectation of financial involvement until techn-ical feasibility is
demonstrated in a specific area, of interest. At this time it would a so show
little or no involvement with space or NASA; in fact, skepticism in dealing with
another government agency.
Information on agovernment . agency . can be outlined as well. For
example, the budget, and philosophy toward high technology R&D could be discussed
	
`^ ^^	 with. reference to Department of ..Interior, or specific users such as .the United
26
States_Geological Survey.	 The type . of research, likely. use area, current
^
prob ems,: and responsibility of xegonal center vs 	 headquart.e:rs are all key r.
4	
`.
f	
Y555^^^ parts of the agency profile.	 -
^s:.
^^
Characterizations can also be made on 	 ros ective user-or anzationsP	 P	 g
`^ on which a f nancial or business :profile cannot be drawn. 	 An example of this '^
_`^ is illustrated in a overview of the Public Service Satellite Consortium (PSSC)^
^	 ._ ,j detailed in Appendix B, Volume II of this report. 	
_:
f
^	 ^
-^
';,,
	
..
Determining Specific Applications,	 In the above section it was noted
E
.:^	 ^
^	 ^, that, during the detailed analysis, it was. necessary to attempt to visualize
^-
A applications of STS in the framework of user needs, products and markets. 	 To
^	 ^ clarify this, an example can be drawn from the pharmaceutical community. `,
^ .The screenin	 and rankin	 rocedure outlined in Volume II reduced,g	 g P
^ the list of over 100 companies and agencies to l0 firms and one government agency,
`; The National Lnstitutes of Health.
	 Turning specifically to the manufacturing
j^ sector, the following companies were .listed as "highly viable" on a preliminary
basis •
	
-;..,^
^ ,
r
\^r^
y ^,^
•	 Eli-Lilly
E, ::
•	 Merc"k Sharp . & Dohme	 ^ ""
-`	 ^ •	 Miles Laboratories
	 ^ ^ {	 -i
•	 .Upjohn	
- ^	
^^t
,.
{
f[
'.	 -
•	 Squibb
!
j	 '^
•	 Warner-Lambert (Parke-Davis & Co.)
;
^
^
•	 G. D. Searle 1
-	
,. •	 Pfizer	
_
^	 a
'^ ♦ 	 American Home Products ^
;.
•	 Schering Plough. 	
_
.SEC-lOK reports and.. annual reports on the. above companies were analyzed to determine
product and market orientation, in addition to general levels of sales, R&D,'and
t	 ^, so on.	 One split in the list that soon became obvious was the division-between
OTC (.over-the-counter-drug-oriented companies) and ethical (prescription. drugs)
-, pharmaceuticals..
	 At this point, initial inputs from the technical. background of }R
x
y
^ RFPRODUCIBII,ITY OF THE
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^^^
electrophoresis in space showed - the need and application of the technology
much more closely .. tied to the ethical firms.
	 The applications of obtainable
pure substances ranged 'from	 heir use in analysis of biochemical systems to the.
^{
' formulation of immunization agents, to separation and synthesis of hormones
a
and enzymes, to use in development of diagnostic methods.a.	 ^,
^;	 ^ ^ Though the end application of electrophoresis might vary with each!
^r `^f firm in the industry'- (one comps ► y would use the pure substances to analyze key
^^± -= reactions, another would manufacture an enzyme or a hormone, the NIH might.....
t: ;^ initiate cancer research in zero -G, etc.), electrophoretic separation
^ ^
in a zero gravity environment - to produce pure substances was seen to have
;
^,^
^
potential application in the. ethical pharmaceutical community.
	 The ethical
..
^1 dru	 firms were then chosen for further contact:8
^.
r
•	 Eli-Lilly
`'	 i ^	 Merck __Sha.rp & Dohme
_I
•	 Upjohn
•	 Squibb	
__
•	 Parke -Davis, division of Warner -Lambert.
r	 ^ The five firms were contacted (see section on test cases, Volume II).	 Four of
the five firms agreed to discuss STS and electrophor^aic separation, and two
,. ^ eventually were visited,	 In both cases, electrophoretic separation in zero-G
was viewed. as .highly interesting, having. definite possible applications.
	
The
z;;
thoughtful matching of a possible STS end use to a specific user was .seen tot ^
be a significant part of the pre-development activity.
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Cost/Benefit-.Analysis of Specific Applications. .Once a specific
application of STS has been determined at an end user level (e,g., the menu-
{_	 facture of vaccine to prevent disease "X" by electrophoretic eparation in
{ zero :gravity), a business analysis must be performed which indicates quantity-'
..^
tively what the market for the product is, what the economic factors are in
bringing the product to market, considerations such as regulatory problems,
technical development, and other major unknowns. This analysis is a necessity
'	 '^^	 to dezreloping eventual use of Shuttle/Spacelab by any potential. user. To a
w
^	 businessman, the market projections and .economic analysis must indicate that
^^•	 the idea can compete seriously with all other possible uses of available funds.
'^	 To a congressman,: the cost/benefit to the eventual user community must be
justifiable.	 _._
5
The concept of market demand alone is extremely complex. Kotler ( )
i^	 states "market demand for a product class is the total volume which would be
bought by a defined customer group. in a defined. location in a defined time period_.
;;.-
under defined environmental conditions and marketing effort". While it; is not.
intended to digress as to whether bought means purchased, consumed, ordered;
^'	 or what exactly, cons itutes environmental conditions, e:g., technical, economic,
w.
political and related factors; the definition serves. to indicate some of the
.^	 key parameters which. must be addressed.
..
To illustra e, take the example of a vaccine fora certain disease.
;_ The prevalence pf the disease in a given population may be _contingent on_
.,;	 sanitary conditions, diet, hereditary parameters, and countless other variables.
' '^	 The changing variables could obviate the need for the vac-dine. On the other
;'	 hand, they.
 could increase its importance. This must be assessed. The popuia-
tion and growth rate has to be analyzed, that is, those populations particularly
vulnerable to th di a
	
b^.^ ^
	 t	 f th	 d'	 d.:.	 a	 se se ^ vir ue o	 e con itions-note above.
,;
'	 With he "raw" market. determined, one must consider the units of
'	 vaccine consumed per capita, and the timing of innoculaton. Wi11 everyone
^°
' `^-	 be vaccine ed, every-Sth,_ or every 20th person? Is_the vaccination permanent
:,;	 or is re-innoculation required? How will the program likely be .implemented,
;:
-ie., in stages', or all at once:? Who will administer it? Who will.. pay for it?
;^
1
29
Price sensitivity must be considered.	 ^,arket share must be
F
determined if there are likely to be competing: products.
	
Contingency plans
must address major unknowns (extreme case analysis). 	 Finally, the timing
of the technological development must be considered in-addition to th.e
inducedconstraints
	
by regulatory agencies...
- The result - of the market analysis is amarket and product demand ^-'
4)	 of	 forcurve (Figure	 indicating number	 units	 a given time period under
stated conditions.	 _.
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,, The completed market analysis gives part of the business picture,
k !.^^	
..^
f ^	 ^	 ^ casthat is	 demand under certain conditions and at varying price levels.	 h
p^ flow analysis is required to determine .-economic viability of the project.,^	 ^
The technical development plan must be fully detailed to determine
^	 '^	 o .
^	 ^!^ the level and timing of _.the effort, expected .cost of various phases of the
program, and major unknowns.,- The R&D costs--and timing of R&D expenses can
R	 I	
r	
f
^	 ^ then be determined.
' ^
I
The unit cost of the product must be estimated based on likely quantity
^	 ^ -^ of units sold at any point in time,. from the market analysis. 	 Major. capital
^,	 t	 F expenditures can be estimated and projected in time.
The result of the analysis is a cash- .flow model (Figure 5) of the
u^
^ ^ business which projects major sources and uses of funds over the life of the
^
^
iF
business venture..	 ^^
r, ,^
;r Product
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The cash flow stream . can be fully discounted to current :dollars.. so that the
businessman can look at the expected return on investment ( ROI), and with an
assessment. of risk involved, determine whether the venture is a viable.
undertaking.
The need _ for a specific business analysis of the; projected use
area is a critical. input to the development. process, especially in the private
sector.. That this type of input is essential was cited . repeatedly in every test
case conducted in the private sector. It also.. was noted that in order
to have believability,. the. end user would have to be part. of the analysis so
that his specific marketing experiences and economic determinations would be
reflected in the conclusions. If the end user were not involved in the key
marketing and economic assumptions, the analysis would still be useful. as a
tool to stimulate interest in the community, but care would have . to be taken
so that the examples and decisions made have scientific and business. credibility.
An interested potential user - will almost certainly scrutinize the analysis or
._	
,
;^#	 repeat it with 'his own staff as a matter of bus i .ness ' procedure. If the user
development team is to retain and. nurture its credibility, it must perform
such analysis thoroughly and objectively.
^.
r
- ^
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i ^ ^	 Strategy Development and Implementation
`^^
^^
^^	 Strategy/Developmment and-Implementation is the responsibility ofi	 ,
,^	 the. User Development Function shown: in Figure 2 on Page 7. This. function
,,	 ,
^, ^	 primarily determines a proper development plan for a particular potential
",	 us ex and the key interface within the prospective organization (i.e., the
,.
!	 I
,proper level of entry).	 In addition. to the barriers,.. opportunities and informa-
tion requirements of a specific potential user, the strategy - also involves a
^^^ coordinated approach to contact and information exchange with various elements
cEthe user community.	 Basically,''an approach is .determined that will-involve
;^ all key . elements of _the .user community at the proper time,. treating 'the interests 	 j
of each; element as a separate case. 	 For example, the plan for . the space communi-.^
cations use area would include specific plans for INTELSAT, COMSAT, Hughes, RCA,
Western Union, and so on, throughout the entire community, 	 After initial contact
^^ has been ..made (strategy implemented), the deve?opment plan is continually updated
to respond	 om the. user community and. ensure maximum. support., fromto feedback fri	 F^
within NASA, to the development efforts. 	 The user development function, there-
'	 ^
''
fore, addresses two major activities:
^	 r
^	 '" (1)	 Development. of a strategic plan specific..to a potent al
F user, and designed to minimize known barriers and maxi- 	 ^
miteopportu^ity for involvement in STS
", (2)	 Initial contact with a potential user and coordination.
^'
of follow-on activities to minimize barriers and . maxi-
^
^,;
mize opportunities as the development process is carried
1
z out.
'	 L`
E
Strategic Plan	
_
_I
,.
_	 ;
Inputs to the strategy are prepared: -within the STS/NUD Administration,'
f Technology Management, . and Market Research functions as detailed in the fore-
going discussions, •These inputs are used by. the strategist in assembling a
unique development .plan . designed to maximize interest ;in a particular use area
^,,	 -_
,.,,
..f
i^.
,.	
,
1
and minimize barriers to further development.
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'^
,, ^ Ke Elements of the Play	 n.	 The plan for each prospective user reflects
-° at least the following elements:
VY„
IJ • The projected STS use area in which the prospective user
^
^^ will be . interested (Earth resources, space communications,
^
space processing, etc.)	 _.
'°- ^^ • The specific match of STS benefit to the user needs or product
`-' area-(use of Spacelab for space satellite development'as a
commercial venture, use of electrophoretie separator for space
^' separation of isoenzymes, etc.)
'; "
^^
• The specific STS payload carrier of interest as an interface
' to-the user (orbiter pressurized-compartment, orbiter bay with
^' attachment points or spin table., IUS, Spacelab space processing
`^' furnace, LDEF experiment. tray, etc.)
^^ ^ User involvement in space (from none to presently operating a
^.
`^` space communication system)
r^ `^
i^
• Status of technology involved in projected user's interest
'? area (from satellites for space communications to silicon
ribbon growth or electrophoretic separation in space
,, .: processing)
,ji • Role of user organization in user community (spacecraft
operator, spacecraft manufacturer, a data user, a product
marketer, a representative of a collection of users)
• Type of user organization (government agency, , _.regional center,
	
`	 research laboratory, industry organization, a consortium, a
.	 broker, trade association,, ._educational institute).
Barriers Unique to User's Level of Sophistication in Space Technology.
^-	 Barriers which must be addressed include not only those unique to-.the: specific
company or agency,. but also (1) those-.inherent in the level of sophistication
of the user regarding space, .and (2) those related particularly to industry and 	 ^'
	
` ..
	
government... Referring first to,a characterization by sophistication regarding
	
`^^'	 space, three, distinct user categories appear:
ti;
	
^^	 '.
J	 ^,
.,.^
_F
	
...3	 :, :^,'.
^..	 .
^	
.. ^-a
^" ^ ^,-^
..
.,__.	 v..:... ___.__ ._ _____ .
u ^.
^,
Category 1 -The group of user organizations who will be
-	 -
}
actvely involved in space research /operations
^^ currently using expendable launch vehicles.
This group-will. include _ organizatons such as
''	 INTELSAT/COMSAT,. NOAA, Global Satellite, Inc.,
¢.
Western Union, and spacecraft manufacturers such^
as Hughes, TRW, Aeronutronic- .Ford,,. GE, RCA.
Cate o	 2 -The	 rou	 of users who are knowled cable o	 s ace;g ry	 g	 P	 g	 P
^#
benefits and the current space programs and who
j	 =-	 will be on the. verge of committing resourc+^s to a
r	
;.	 ^	
P	 P	 g	
^	 g	 h
,.^,
	
s ace	 ro ram.	 COMSAT. user or anizations (suc }	 ^^
as Satellite Business Services and American Sat``	 ellite
Corporation), future Earth resources consortiums, .and
,,.	
future maritime or weather consortiums, are included
'. ^ in this user category.
tCategory 3 -The potential group of users who have . yet to
i	 participate significantly in space programs and
s	 who are relatively unknowledgeable of the benefits ^
of space.	 Potential users. in the space processing
,^	 program. characterize this user group. °
^ ^	 Theabove user categories, simply. stated, cover the 	 pectrumof users from
-
those in the space business, those on the verge of entering the space business,
and those not in or knowledgeable of the space business. 	 The identification of
user organizations within each category will change with-time, as - the STS becomes
-9
initially operational and evolves into a mature operation.- In addition.. to the.
°	 above user categories, it is recognized that certain factors of resistance can be
^'
'	 _uniquely associated with industry - and with domestic government agencies /organiza-.
t	 tions.
l
E	
__
.,}
Category 1 (The Space User).	 The users in this category represent
x
`
various degrees of sophisticated space users who will view the STS as a Potential
means toward product/system improvement, 'system expansion or variations, and;
product/system derivatives. 	 The resistance these users wi1T present to the NUD
^^	 representative will be in terms of their comparison of the STS to their current
space operations and space .transportation system, i.e., the expendable launch
^	 vehicles.	 The r resistance or acceptance of the STS will be very: dependent .upon:-
^.,
t^	 -	 _	 ....
i
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^<
^^
4	 the competitiveness of the STS, not only as space transportation, but as a^;
	j` ^	 complete competitively structured launch . service. Their sensitivity to STS
	
G	 ?.,,^	 user charge policy and terms and conditions of use will be in direct comparison
k	 to those associated with their current space launch operations. Advertised...
	
`	 performance and system-flexibility benefits to be provided by the STS will be
evaluated or resisted. in terms of the benefits/costs.. These users will be
ver sensitive toe endable vehicle-to-STS transitioy	 xp	 n planning, availability
i
	
•^	 availabilit dofoalternatereandbcomtetitiveiclaunch of committing to STS and 'them
	
	 y	 (	 p	 )	 syste s. ..The users who are
fully committed to space programs understand the space technology applications
	
r	 ^	 pp	 P	 p	 p	 d with__ . -and a reciate the cost/benefits of the s ace o erations as com are
terrestrial systems. Their resistance . or acceptance to STS will be ;in terms of
	
~^	 the impact (near-term or long-term) on profits. The NUD representative will
	
^	 meet; a very sophisticated and opinionated group of users in this category who:
will have significant experience in operatinga space business as a direct
	
`	 ^	 comparison to what STS may offer. Some will have specific issues or concerns which
'^
	
'	 are based upon less than satisfactory previous experience with NASA. They will
'{ be .looking for a realistic prepayment plan. and cost monitoring techniques for the
STS 'to eliminate problems they experienced with the expendable launch vehicle
programs. In many cases, their expendable vehicle experience will be a major
	
` '	 factor in their accep^;:ance attitude.
	
"	 Category 2 (The About To Be Space User). These users can be considered.
as very knowledgeable of the applicable space technologies and space programs, but
they will still be evaluating the cost/benefit of committing to a space system
! ^	 -_in comparison to a terrestrial system. Inherently, they will present much of
,,
'^	 .the: same resistance to STS as users in Category lout will view STS-and its
..
	
`	 cost as part of a total front-end investment in a large complex space venture'.
,;
They will . be in a position to accept STS as a major fixed price. (hopefully).
element for their consideraition in the economic assessment of 'their. contemplated
venture. In view of this,. the resistance or acceptance to the NUD representative.
will be dependent on his ability to effectively .
 describe how the user can. use the
	
^»	 STS (user charge,. terms and conditions of use, schedules,.. user .interface with
e.r
NASA/STS, etc.) as a basis for a ventureassessment.
^.^
._
^^
^^
.
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Category 3 (The Unknowledgeable, Yet To Be A Space. User). This group
of users will include those organizations which have had little prior interest
or involvement with the space program and, therefore, conceivably must be edu-
Gated as to the benefits of space .and. the application of the STS. Initial 	 ,_
	
` ^	 resistance to the NUD representative may be in terms of misunderstanding or lack
of understanding of space/STS. Subsequent resistance can be measured by their
ry	 ability to comprehend and. to relate the benefits to their needs, problems, opera- 	 ^
tion, and organization. The resistance of the potential users in space processing
f
may also.. be de endent u on an evolvin perha s et to be full f' g demonstra-
,.
P	 P	 g	 P Y	 Y li ht , 	_
ted,' technology.; Acceptance may be high if a Process under zero-G conditions
'	 wLli produce results not possible on Earth.. or will represent a significant improve- 	 '
went on a product's characteristics (purity, homogeneity, immiscibiliCy, electrical
and magnetic properties)'. In this case, further acceptance will depend upon
^_
the economic assessment of the projected market, cost of R&D, cost per flight,
. ^^
cost of the total (Earth and space) processing, and facility and resource in- 	 '
	
,,	 vestments. The expected resistance to the long-term availability of Spacelab
,^
rr
.(earliest will be 1981) can be minimized by identifying early means of research
or other program involvement, such as fhe space processing sounding rocket program. 	 '`
Some indication of NASA initial funding, as a cost of marketing, may be needed to
encourage interest of some users who typically do applied research as compared
to fundamental research.
Barriers Unique to Industry/Goverment. As a second mode 'of
characterization, uniquefactors of resistance can be associated with the industry. }
sector and with non-NASA/non-DOD domestic government agencies.	 -^
Industry. Ore of the major areas of resistance to a NUD represents-
-tive interacting with industry can be associated with the basic difference in 	 a
: objectives between industry and government (NASA in this case). While NASA
strives to serve the best interests of the public, industry must serve thee:
	
.	
bes interests-of the stockholder. This represents an emphasis on technical, as	 ^ ',{
	
t	 opposed to 'economic, considerations. Industiry will, therefore, be very sensitive 	 4,
	
r	 to the economics of space.,involvement and the STS application `and terms and.
conditions of use. STS : policy on proprietary rights, confidentiality of
	
^-	 research/information, allocation of risks/liability, and assurance of access 	 '
	
1
	
to ST5 servicas will have a ignificant influence on resistance/acceptance.
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STS	 BASIC INFORFiATLON PACKAGE 	 ^ ~^
OPERATIONS ^	
i
BROCHURE♦ FILM, VUGRAPHS)
•STS OVERVIEW
• POLICY ^CHARGC & USE)	 CAN BE SUPPLIED
POLICY	 —__	 •KNOWN USES	 TO ALL-USERS
• MISSION/SERVICE	 ^	 ^^
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Overview of STS concept/program
Cost per flight
	
^'	 a User charge/sharing policy
^,
,:
Methods of determining charge /design tradeoffs related to charge
• Terms and conditions of use
STS planned availability/accessibility
	
^	 • Overview of STS. operations
.
•	 ser community pro i e and re ations ip of specific.. firms .and
^.^ a enciesg
•	 Technical summary of use area
e
•	 Projected match of STS to user needs
•	 Cost /benefit or business analysis
k •	 Method of interfacing with STS (applicable technology and
operations) ^^
i	 ;, ,:, Means of potential early involvement for- use
;•	
^ •	 Specific follow-on steps
?', •	 Zong range, future space planning (e. g.,-space station)
Obviously, the content and:: emphasis in any particular case will depend heavily
;.
.;
on the technical sophisticationof the user, _prior experience with NASA, and
particular use area.. ^'^
It is realized that the basic package may be overdesigned for certain
y
-users who are. currently involved in space operations.
	 The user development
strategy will consider thee . role of a user and the need for what ;information. and r
,.
how much should. be presented.
Strategy Implementation 	
__	 _	 -
The Development Process.
	 Key to the new user development _program is
actually -interfacing with the. prospective user once preparation preceding the
first call has been completed:, and the informational material developed.
	 The ~-
d ynamic, iterative exchange of information between . the developing user and the_NUD
program is a vital part of the development activity.
	 In developing the non-NASA/
`
:.
non-DoD market for STS, this proactive user development. strategy is required.
_.
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_ '..!	 Initially, interest is gained and enthusiasm generated in management leveli	 "'.-'
'
	
	
personnel in an organization, eventually resulting in direct "idea generation"
and: specific use/mission discussions with research and development personnel.
The. stimulation of innovative, new ideas from those user individuals who can
relate their needs to STS capabilities and services will determine the success
of user development. The entry point and path, within. a prospective user organiza- 	 1
tion/agency, to get to that creative group must involve a carefully-p armed
'	 contact and cultivation through the appropriate management levels
•
	
	
to :achieve acceptance, interest, and enthusiasm at those levels. The thrust of
the actual user development will be initiated with an initial management level
contact accompanied by adequate informational material and background assessment 	
k
to achieve the interest and a follow-on commitment to a technical working session
with the user's technical personnel. The NUD operation will be responsive to the.
necessary support of the user's new idea generation working sessions or plans to
^y	 use a STS service and the feedback resulting from these sessions. .Final user
commitment to using the STS is to be the ultimate object of the NUD activity.
.Figure. 2, Page 6, outlines the functional activities of the NUD program and shows 	 I
L	 the interaction required between NASA and the developing user as the potential
i
't	 customer moves from initial interest to idea generation, evaluation, and. finally
commitment to use STS/Spacelab.
An example of the development process can be made from the pharmaceutical
[:	 community to more clearly illustrate the steps. Since there is virtual unaware- 	 -
'	 ness within this community of STS and the Spacelab or the potential impact of space' 	
a
K
processing of biomaterials on the markets serviced by this industry, the first
task is to provide general information on capabilities, timetable, etc., and to
discuss the level of development in the use area as related to the particular user. 	 r
`^	 _ For example, the initial interface with a pharmaceutical company might involve a 	 ^	 3
`.	 brief overview of Shuttle and Spacelab, a discussion of el^ectrophoxetic separation
^`"	 on_Apollo 14, Apollo 16, Skylab and ASTP, and an overview of the current direction
'^	 -of biomaterials processing activities at NASA and elsewhere.
..V The second level of user development shown in Figure 2 is technical
response or user-community involvement. in the use area technology (perhaps by
review of initial research and theory, and participation in planning of future
9
+ ..
R&D offorts) :This involvement may be directly with.a private organization,
•
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or through scientific or trade groups representing many members in an industry
	 I
having a common interest. For example, since the pharmaceutical industry is
	 -
r,-	 i
^.;
highly proprietary, it would be difficult to involve all the major industrial
boscientists in one common forum because of corporate disclosure policy. The PMA
(Pharmaceutical Manufacturing Association), therefore, could be a communication
link with all companies interested in electrophoretic separation., or any other
j	 biological application. A working subgroup would be formed within the PMA
which, in addition to the government, academic and medical communities, would
.^
	
	 provide the proper interface for theories and research objectives. If one
company dominates a particular field (e. g., a certain type of vaccine), then
it makes sense to perhaps limit industrial contact to that organization,
perhaps funding preliminary research to 'stimulate exchange .ideas and review
concepts. The .purpose of the technical response stage, then., is involvement.
.>	 at an early point (initial research concepts and programs) in the activities
^^	 surrounding the use-concept so that the potential user can (1) begin to
.r
	
	 visualize the possibilities of STS in his environment, and (2) participate in
developing the use area, thereby maximizing future. acceptance and _minimizing
future barriers. In an area such as space.manufacturing where much of the
''	
- ,
'..?	 pioneering research is yet to be planned, this early involvement in the private
sector can. have significant impact.
^ '
	 Having gained the participation of the end-user community in initial
c oncept generation and interchange of ideas leading to viable research theories,
the user community will begin to match STS concepts to internal needs.. The
t
STS/use concept phase shown in Figure 2 is the point at which the end user
f'	 i
can identify actual R&D efforts that, if successful, could be of commercial
i
^	 interest. Such concepts might, for example, be the isolation of a particular 	 },
f	 ^
! °^ r	`immuno-substance from blood that will. allow synthesis of a new type of vaccine,- 	 g
i
'^'	
or a new type of modular satellite design. Our study indicates private firms
I ^^	 will not, in general,; fund"the research. effort until demonstrated results	 <:
^i^
	
	 can be shown; but they will very likely work with NASA in outlining research..
programs,. possibly funded by NASA, which will have significant commercial
p	 y	 p	 y	 strated. Eventually,.otential if feasibilit and racticalit can be demon
NASA will have to address industrial companies, who can. provide significant
^^	 nputs to the content and diredtion of further research as it relates to their
`	 needs-.and. possible application. By involvement at an early .stage in the
^,	
^.
a
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technology, the problem of immediacy can be overcome. Though the_Shuttle-is__
not available for several years, the individual company can become involved
t	 now in basic research inputs -- an activity profitable. both to NASA and to_ he__
.. industry.
In addition to working directly with private companies or specific
government agencies, STS use concepts could be stimulated by working with the
	
^;'	 academic community, scientific and technical societies, and trade associations.
^._^
Throughout the development effort strategies for specific use-areas and user
f
communities may involve the following activitie °s as well as direct :contact
	
^..^,,	
_
	l'f	 with specific companies and agencies:
^,,
	^;-	 (1) Involvement of most of the scientific community through.
	
'^;^	
-	
the societies, publishing in scientific literature, and
direct interface, to discuss the value of proposed
experiments and review results of previous experiments
	
' {	 so that ideas -could £low in'from thissec-tor
^_
(2)	 Involvement of specific companies, perhaps by NASA-.funded
^	 ; basic research in areas of demonstrated market dominance
or scientific expertise
(3)	 Involvement of *.he academicresearch. . community, which is
^ sensitive to areas that may have significant breakthrough
^.	
g.-..
4
^^ Potential.
;. Initial Contact.
;'
Entry Level.	 The study has determined that, generally., the correct
entry level for beginning the STS development activity is a meeting with the
., Vice'President of Research and Development and the Vice President of Corporate
', Planning.	 The test cases (Table 2, Page 47) conducted in evaluating-this _plan
confirmed the entry point.	 Usually, a middle management contact is :valuable only
?	 - for gaining information. 	 Initiation of plans to study .the potential application
;^
'^ of-STS will take. an officer-level commitment 	 (Persons ;familiar with sales of
j	 r, , contract res earch to industrial_organizations will recognize the importance-of
' r^t executive in volvement.) 	 In government agencies, conversely, the chief administra-
for is not likely to be the correct individual. to contact.	 In this case,-the ideal
^	 ^ contact is the; senior. 'scientist or a similar individual in a particular technology
^ x area whose .recommendations heavily influence. the direction of R&D. 	 This has been
I
—	
i^.
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demonstrated in the course. of Battelle ' s own relationships with non-NASA /non-DoD
l
^^
	
.government agencies. Unfortunately, while the vice presidents of large corpora-
K -{	 tions are visible and accessible, the .location of key individuals within non-
NASA/non-DoD government agencies is a difficult and frustrating task to those un-
^^`	 skilled with a particular agency.	 Persons directly involved in sales - of contract
;^
	 research .with these agencies, having a_working knowledge of the agencies, will be
`°-^	 essential to the STS New User Development in the public sector.
The correct. persons to contact having been determined, commitments for
an initial meeting are easily secured by calling (no letters) the individual,
,^	 explaining the purpose of a meeting (e.g., information), and briefly explaining
how this company/agency, user community is key to the use area.. The object of
I^
	 this first meeting will . be to exchange _ information and secure a commitment for
°	 the user to pursue the potential for STS application further within the organiza-
^	 tion
`..^	 Prior Preparation. Prior preparation for. the meeting on the part
of the development representative is essential. The efforts of all the functional.
elements in the NUD program detailed in previous sections of the report are
applied to the user community through the representative, and can be lost through
,f	 poor preparation. This preparation must include familiarity with _ the use area
*	 technology, user. commuri.iay interrelationships, and the specific. company.
`- Bel aware why the use area being developed has been selected
as a nigh potential for STS utilization.
- Un^.ersf:axtd thespecific match of STS' capability or service
to; the user's need {what part of the STS is .being promoted?).
- Know why the user should be interested - (technical and
a
	
	 economic benefit).	 -
- Be familiar with the cost /benefit,. economic assessment-
'. . ^,	 and market proj ec.tions made for the uw ^.r^ t S case.
{,	 -Know the applicable technology history an^^. atat.^s.
..^	
- Know ' the user, be familiar with the user organization's
s	 financial and. business. profile or agency profile..
-.^^	 -Understand the entry point being made at the user's
',	 organization (why. it was selected . and role in authority
- -,	
chain)..
__-
__	 _-	 ---
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Be familiar with the general acceptance /resistance. to be
anticipated from the user community (user community profile).
Further, the. development specialist must assure that the informational material
^' ^	 is,properly tailored to the user. Ideally, he would actually participate in
^
	
	
development of the strategy and preparation of the user presentation and
additional informational material. His observations on-the - end user might
include the following types of input:
	
;^	 "Beyond a general overview of Shuttle and Spacelab operations
`.
	
	
which can be provided in a short film to orient a potential
user, what is really needed to interest this specific user in
the STS is actual. experimental results that. the firm sees as
having commercial potential. A good result would be a-separate
	
..	 ^^
^	 component of a complex biological material.
Or he may have'the following types of information on a specific user:
	
^^	 "Terms and conditions of use and user charge policy do not
	
-'	 require detailed discussion during the initial meetings,.
	
`	 although, for this customer,. . a brief statement of the disclosure	 -
policy (showing how this company ' s rights are, protected)
	
-:^	 should be made.. If possible, some cases should be outlined which.
;::would show anticipated costs of launch, operations, etc:, and
which would give a feeling for the range of costs expected.
..y The. ballpark cost_ informationis important for. the company
	
^^^	 to begin to consider the possibility of use (e.g., does it cost
	
^^	 $1.00,000 or $10,000,000?^-" 	 -	 _	 `
,ti
	°'	 Follow-On Activity. In making the initial presentation, the. represen-
tative must be prepared to listen, since his observations are the key to
	
}^	 _
	'"^	 further strategy and user development. The p' ,resentations made in the .test
	
^-^	 -cages confirmed. that the briefer and less detailed presentations (lasting no
.^< morn tham an hour) produced the most effective discussions.: The user contact
?^	 must: be an e^chan e ` of information and ideas.
^;
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The representative must be prepared to establish channels of communica-
tfon between the potential user and NASA. It was noted during the test cases,
for example, that there is a need to have information available on all aspects
of Shuttle., Spacelab, and STS operations available from one contact point. It is
not . reasonable to expect a potential user to interface with a variety of
di-fferent offices, having to extract information, with at^^endant poor response
time. The. representative must be prepared to help the development process in
moving toward a commitment by the potential user to actua 11y use STS. He must:
- Be responsive to user ideas, questions, need for more.
data
- Be capable. of providing or coordinating technical backup
('research history/results/status)
-_Be able to identify and implement the next step.
During the subsequent user development, the STS NUD function supplies
technical support and information as required by the user, and provides NASA
with information on key barriers and opportunities for further user involvement..
It-is this ongoing, iterative process that forms the framework of the user
development activity.
	
'	 Determine Best Application of Varied Resources
9
It is recognized that the resources of both government. and industry 	 ^
	
.4	
_can be .applied in appropriate degrees of magnitude, time iness, and. effective-
Hess to achieve the objectives of the STS NUD program. The objective of a
study subtask was, therefore, to a,^sess the resources of'NASA, other appropriate
	
^^:	 private government agencies, and the commercial sector, to determine whether, and
in what manner, they could be applied to support the development of new
	
,^^	 _
users for he STS.	 U4
	^	 The. definition and understanding. of the overall requirements of a
	
s	 New User Development function are basic to the conduct of an analysis-of
	
'	 what, and how, resources (financial, technical and facilities) of different
agencies, communities, and organizations :can best. be applied. Figure 2, Page 7 	 '
	
°^'	 was prepared as a'means of defining the functional requirements associated with
`„ 4
a NUD functia .^  as a primary element in the preliminary implementation plan
..	 .
' =^ 6
	
_
f
to be presented and evaluated through test cases.	 The plan;-was found to be
I
valid through all the test cases shown in Table 2, and Figure 2 is proved. to be 	 .:
^' accurate representation of the functional requirements of the NUD program. 	 The	 ,,
relationships and interactions between the NUD operation and other supporting
$; ^ activities outside the NUD function are shown.	 Therefore, the analysis conducted	 ,
and the resulting recommendations are based on the NUD function shown in Figure 2.
The obvious approaches to implementing the NUD function would, at
s
.
one end of the spectrum, have NASA undertake the entire. functional /organization
4!
.:^ ^ responsibility and, at the other end of the spectrum, have NASA utilize an
outside organization to undertake the entire functional/organization responsi-
bility.	 There could be many variations of this latter approach, ranging from
a'subcontractor arrangement to the creation, probably by legislation, of an
^^ independent, regulated. monopoly (similar to COMSAT) to conduct the user
^ development task as a commercial venture. 	 Another variation could comprise
a initial subcontractor arrangement evolving over time to the COMSAT-likea ,
o=ganization.	 There is no clear-cut, outstanding advantage to any of these
' ^^
approaches and it is obvious that many major, complex issues would have to be
~^ addressed prior to a final decision as to which way to go.
-;
._ It is felt that none of the above approaches should be recommended, 	 `y
at . least in the immediate future.	 First of all, this study has confirmed that; b
_.::^ the development of non-NASA/non-DoD users of the STS will be a very large,
'
a
comgleX understanding for any agency or organization. 	 Such a development. program 	 _'
^ ^' must be initiated soon if other government agency and industrial interest and
f use is to be achieved in the 1980's, concurrently. with the maturing STS.	 This
dictates an approach which blends the capabilities and experience of both NASA
I -__	 _.
and industry.	 The implementation plan developed in this study stresses the hse	 '°
c
r
"^ of industrial marketing. techniques and know-how. 	 It is very apparent, however,
i
j _.
	 `,
that marketing of the STS .must be directly supported by STS knowledgeable
personnel and space use development activities, clearly a function and
responsibility NASA must retain in the NUD function. 	 It is also believed
that. it would be more cos t-effective for NASA to obtain the experienced, qualified
^ ^` personnel, who will be required to do the market research and user development
,functions from outside NASA, 	 Referring to Figure 2, it is recommended that
r
L
NASA es tablish the overa 11 NUD function as shown, and. employ industry resources'..
i ^;
a:
__:.. __ gCL-NOD _	 - STS_.APPLICATION
TESL GST ORGNITJITION LOCATION DATE REPORT USER TYPB USER COlII4UNITY OF INTEREST
Dcparcment of iranaportatioa Nashingtoa, D. C. 1/23176 MM-76.2 Coverament _Agency Earth observations, Hultt dtsctpltns -
-	 Sytteuu Development and -	 Neadquarten
	 ^ weather, eoaawntcations satellite/Space Ub
technology navtgatlon
Publlz Servtcs Satellite Wuhtngton, D, C. 1(30/76 144-76-3 Conaortlum Telecommunlcatlons Eduu clonal we of
Conaortius satellltea/Space lab
Department of Interior Menlo Perk, 2/4/76 MM-76-5 Government Agency Remote Sensing, Research support -
-	 United States Ceologiu 1 Crltfornla Reglooal Center cos[aunteattons aatellttp /Spacslab
Surveys
Garth/Space Palo Alco, Calif. 2/5/76 MN-76-4	 .:Space broker Potentially all Alt
1'airchtld Camera and Ioatcumsot Mountain Vtew, 2/5/76 MK-76-6 Private company Seotconductor Industry Space processing -
Corporat ton Callfornta eleuronlc materials
.Texas Inatrumenq Dallas, Texas 2/10/76 lt4-76-7 Private company Semteonduetos Induacsy Space processing -
electronlc aU [crisis
Nerek, Sharp and Dohow	 _ Rahwy, New Jersey 2/25/76 MM-76-8 Prlvate company	 - Pharmaeeutleal Space processln^ -
-	 research labs Industry biological appllcattons
Uatner Lmbert Detroit. Michigan . 2/27/76 MN-76-9 Prlvate company Pharmaeeutical Space processing -
(Parke -Davis)
-	 research labs Indwtry biological appltcatloaa
NUS Corporation Yaahington, D, C. 2/19/76 144-76-11 Private engineering Utilttiea Remote Sensing -
and consultant fin envttonmenul impact
asscument
RG Aacro/Llectroatea Princeton, Nev 3/ 10/76 MM-76-12 Private company Space communieatlons Spacer n Lt aunu-
Jersey facturcr
+ Western Union Upper Saddle River, 3/11/76 144-76-13 Privets company Space communlutions System operator
New .Jersey
+ Ohio Statc University Neseareh Columbus. Ohio 3/ 15/76 MN-76.14 University Educatloa Space research. space
Foundation education. Spaeelab
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'^
' "Market	 "Userto accomplish the	 Research" and	 Development" functions, 	 It
k is, however, recognized thet, where lines of communications already. exist
between NASA and. an agency (e.g., NOAA) or, an organization (e.g., COMSAT),
' ^`" it may Frove to be more practical for NASA to be responsible for those
specific user :developments. 	 The. key determining factor would be demonstrated
` t experience in a particular user `community and knowledge. of a specific agency
^ ^` or organization.
The. recommendations to utilize industrial marketing experience,
j the key factors for such recommendations, and the characteristics of the
a
^^ ,"''
'^
industrial firms required were discussed in great detail in two of the Phase I
-^
9)studies ($' and, therefore, . are not repeated in this volume.
	 The issues.
identified and the .
 points made in those. reports are still considered to be
valid.
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